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In January 2017, the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) 

published a green paper consulting on the government’s proposed reforms to the UK 

corporate governance system. After a series of scandals in corporate conduct, beginning 

with the mismanagement that led to the 2007-8 financial crisis and most recently seen in 

the collapse of BHS, we welcome the government’s resolve to change the rules of the 

game. While we agree with many of the proposals made in the green paper, in this 

response we have focussed on a few issues on which more could be said. We hope the 

government finds this document useful in formulating its final corporate governance 

reforms. 

 

 

Executive pay 
 

i) The interests and remuneration of fund managers 

One theoretical advantage of joint-stock enterprises, especially when publicly listed, is 

that business leaders are made accountable for their decisions to wider society. Given that 

ordinary British citizens are major shareholders in many PLCs via their savings accounts 

and pension funds, this should impose a social dimension on the thinking of company 

directors. In reality, however, this rarely seems to be the case. The key example is 

remuneration. While there has been much recent talk of “shareholder activism”, 2015 saw 

the directors of Britain’s largest PLCs paid an average of £5.5 million, a 10% increase on 

the previous year.1 In many cases, this increase has run in parallel with the trimming of 

staff costs that affect the millions these companies employ. 

 

One main reason for these practices is that directors are insulated from ultimate 

beneficial owners by various intermediary layers, in particular fund managers. (Related to 

this, non-executive members of board remuneration committees are amply rewarded in 

their other, executive roles, with their pay also subject to the [in]action of fund 

managers). While there are certainly advantages to consolidating the management of 

shares with market experts, we should be aware that the interests of fund managers often 

converge much more closely with those of directors than shareholders; highly-paid fund 

managers will naturally be more content to vote through generous pay packages for 

directors than would the nurses or factory workers they ostensibly represent. 

 

Rather than imposing heavy-handed pay restrictions, this problem can be effectively dealt 

with through greater transparency. Firstly, as several campaign groups have argued, the 

ultimate beneficiaries of major public-interest funds such as pension funds should have a 
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right to know where their money is invested. Secondly, companies’ financial reporting 

obligations should be extended to information on the pay of fund managers who are 

responsible for a certain threshold quantity of shares, perhaps the same threshold at 

which managers are required to disclose their shareholdings to the company. This 

additional reporting arrangement would increase the level of scrutiny on fund managers 

and emphasise their responsibility to work on behalf of shareholders rather than in 

collusion with directors. In fact, both of these measures are aimed at mobilising both 

market and public opinion to drive up standards of conduct. 

 

 

Strengthening the employee, customer and wider stakeholder 

voice 
 

i) Employee representation on company boards 

We strongly support the principle of employee representation on  company boards, either 

through formal membership or in an advisory capacity (see ‘Other Issues’ below), but we 

agree with the prime minister that imposing this as a statutory obligation may not be wise 

in the first instance, given the major culture shock this would cause in many businesses. 

Instead, the government could express its intent to legislate for this outcome at a 

specified point in the future and offer incentives for businesses to adopt employee 

representation early and voluntarily, perhaps in the form of tax relief. This would align 

short-term commercial benefit with the longer-term economic and social advantages that 

derive from a partnership between management and labour. 

 

It is also vital that any efforts to bring employees onto boards should be made in 

collaboration with the trade unions active in the company’s workforce. While there is a 

risk that employee representatives on a board might clash in a damaging way with union 

representatives in the workforce, if managed correctly this relationship can be a 

harmonious and productive one. 

 

ii) An equitable approach to stakeholders 

We welcome the government’s recognition that businesses have a responsibility to a wide 

community of stakeholders beyond their legal shareholders. There is already provision for 

this in UK law: Section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 demands that directors have regard 

for the interests of employees, suppliers, customers, the community and the environment. 

However, this demand is set in the context of promoting the success of the company for 

the benefit of its shareholders. We believe that a legislative rebalancing of the Companies 

Act toward the wider stakeholder community would avoid issues such as the ones we have 

recently seen at Arcadia Group and Sports Direct. 

 

There would be an issue with mapping and measuring the impact that businesses have on 

this community, meaning that even those who wish to make that impact positive can 

struggle to decide on which measures to take. We suggest that the government makes it 

an obligation for companies above a certain size (both publicly-listed and private) to 

conduct an annual stakeholder survey, encompassing customers, employees (including 

associated trade unions), suppliers and, dependent on the nature of the business, local 
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residents. This survey would be in a standard format and published annually with other 

sorts of company reporting. The aim is to create a clear assessment of a company’s impact 

on its stakeholder community, one that can be compared across the sector and allows 

progress to be measured over time. 

 

In addition we recommend strengthening Section 414 of the Companies Act, which 

demands that public and large private companies report on environmental matters in 

relation to the position, performance and development of their business. This requirement 

should be made a general one, on the same principle as the Modern Slavery Act 2015, 

obliging companies to provide an annual report of their holistic environmental impact. We 

welcome the provisions to this effect in the EU Non-Financial Reporting Directive and we 

would like to see these retained in UK law after the Great Repeal Act, as well as be 

extended to companies beyond the present definition of a public-interest entity. 

 

 

Other issues 
 

i) Reconsidering the unitary board 

While the green paper states that the government will not be seek to alter the British 

norm of unitary boards, we believe that some of the recent failings in the private sector, 

particularly but not exclusively in financial services, justify reconsidering whether this 

remains the best approach. There is a long standing tendency for late-career senior 

directors to ‘collect’ a range of non-executive roles, sometimes too many to perform 

adequately in concert. This culture also privileges generalists over those with a relevant 

specialism who may have a greater weight of experience to offer the company and its 

stakeholders. 

 

To rectify this situation, we suggest imposing a minimum level of qualification for 

directors – perhaps membership of a recognised business-oriented professional body, or an 

accreditation such as the Institute of Directors’ Chartered Director status – to ensure that 

everyone in the boardroom holds a sufficient skillset to make good, balanced decisions 

that take the interests of all stakeholders into account. In parallel, a new ‘board adviser’ 

status could be written into the UK Corporate Governance Code to recognise the 

important contribution of subject-area specialists, such as scientists, engineers or critical 

stakeholder representatives like employees, who nevertheless lack the business 

experience to serve as full directors. 

 

The Jetram Partnership is a specialist UK financial services consultancy focussing on risk, 

governance and regulation. It also produces occasional commentary on the role of finance 

in the economy and wider society. If you wish to discuss this consultation response, 

please get in touch with the authors at michael.bartholomeusz@jetram.co.uk or 

james.bartholomeusz@jetram.co.uk. 

 

                                                           
1 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-37005457  
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